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DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
The fort on Col Vidal, in conjunction with those on Col Piccolo and Mount Tu-
daio, was to stop any Austrian penetration from Val Ansiei or Comelico. Its im-
posing ruins can be reached by going 18 kilometres up the road from Lozzo di
Cadore to the Buoi plateau. Rendezvous at Lozzo di Cadore for Pian dei Buoi,
locality of Sora Crepa, in a car or another suitable vehicle.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
1,127 metres.
DURATION
5-6 hours with the possibility of visiting the fort or the various other military in-
stallations on the plateau.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
The excursion is also suitable for persons with reduced mobility, and, for long
stretches, even for wheelchairs.

In 1911, however, Pecco, the site engineer, who was the subject of serious alle-
gations regarding the way he organised and managed the road and fort works,
was put under investigation and even imprisoned in Belluno.
Pecco succeeded in carrying on with his military career after a long trial, at the
end of which he was acquitted, but in the meantime the Vidal job had been
given to another site engineer, Major Bianchi.
In 1914 the whole fort was ready, and in the summer steps could be taken to arm
it, this process terminating in October.
The main feature was the concrete armoured battery with four gunpits hold-
ing 149 A cannons with heavy turrets (Armstrong cupolas) weighing nearly
two tons.
Leave the car near the Sora Crepa barracks and go up the military road to the
locality of Quoilo, go through a tunnel to Sora Mizzoi, continue for about 3 km
to Pian dei Formai, where you can see the ruins of the top station of the fort
cableway  coming from the locality of Le Spesse. The cableway was built under
the supervision of engineer F. Benedetto, of Brown-Boveri of Zurich, to support
activities on the plateau.
The first construction that is seen when you come up to the fort, however, is
the vast barracks known as Vidal Basso (Lower Vidal), with the remains scat-

tered around of the various storehouses and of the Villa del Capitano, the of-
ficers’ quarters. 
The road goes on for another 400 metres until it gets to a second barracks,
entirely excavated out of the bare rock: at the time, it had underground baths,
toilets and premises for troops to shelter in, storerooms and workshops. A ramp
more than 100 metres long went directly to the battery above.
This fort also had emplacements for medium-calibre guns in caverns at a slight-
ly lower altitude than the battery, about 250 metres to the east. To defend the
fort from any possible enemy attack, a complex system of supplementary de-
fences, with a large number of observation posts, trenches, positions and paths,
were laid out on the whole Buoi plateau. On 24 May 1915 the fort at Col Vi-
dal and the various other positions scattered over the Pian dei Buoi were gar-
risoned by about 5,000 men.
Isolated from the thick of the operations in the tragic circumstances after Ca-
poretto, it remained all but inactive, and on 7 November 1917 it was abandoned
by its garrison.
The battery was blown up by the Austrians at 11.45 on 21 October 1918, con-
siderably in advance of the withdrawal from Cadore, sharing the same fate as
all the other installations in the Cadore-Maè fortifications.

THE FORT OF COL VIDAL
This system of fortifications was constructed by the Italian Engineers at the be-
ginning of the twentieth century on Pian dei Buoi, above Lozzo di Cadore, to pro-
tect the lower works on Col Piccolo above Vigo di Cadore and control the area
of Danta and the entrances from Val Piova and the Mauria pass.
A comparative study from the V Army Corps in January 1909 concluded that
the position on Col Vidal enabled a larger number of more extensive targets to
be reached, so it was decided to put the project in hand immediately for the con-
struction of the road from Lozzo to Col Cervera and Col Vidal, which took until
October 1914 to complete. This road, popularly known as the “Engineers’ Road”
goes from Lozzo di Cadore (753 m) to Col Vidal (1,880 m); it is about 18 km
long and rises 1,127 metres with a maximum gradient of 12-13°. First it climbs
westwards, its many hairpin bends passing Roncole, Larcede, Pecol and Campo
di Croce; after going round the Mizzoi landslip gorge, it turns in an almost straight
line from Sora Crepa towards the fort, crossing the slopes of Col Cervera and
Pian dei Formai.
The general ground plan of the fort was drawn up in the summer of 1909, while
in 1910 the executive design was submitted to the War Ministry, which allocat-
ed 400,000 Italian lire for the works.

TTHHEE  DDAAIIRRYY  CCOOTTTTAAGGEESS  OOFF  PPIIAANN  DDEEII  BBUUOOII

Mount Sovergna has always been the pasture mountain of Lozzo and the name
originally indicated the area around the Malga delle Armente. Over time, and with
the grazing extending across the plateau, the name most used is now Pian dei Buoi
(oxen pasture). Although a confirmed tradition has it that this mount was given
to Lozzo by a “Savorgnana” (or “Savorgnan”), it is certain that until 1188 it be-
longed to Auronzo, after which year it was given to the Lozzesi in exchange for

“Lareto,” a zone that includes, among others, the hills of Villapiccola and Villa-
grande.
A centuries-old forestry and grazing activity existed on the plateau which cen-
tered many on many rustic buildings called federe or casere. A casera is for milk
and cheese making. Some are now abandoned and reduced to melancholic ru-
ins. The Casera delle Armente is still used today and is the oldest and largest. Heir
to those primitive federe - sheep shelters - of which mention is made in the Lauds
of Lozzo of 1444, its best period was the late last century when it was not large
enough to house all the animals. In 1884, when the first dairy farm was estab-
lished, Lozzo had 563 cattle and 642 smaller animals (goats and sheep), a large
part of which grazed the mountains around the casera, as well as the pastures of
Polget, Col Cervera, Sora Mizzoi and Sopra Crepa. The Casera Confin, intended
for cows, was very old too, built according to the traditions with a large roof of
wooden horseshoe-shaped astragals. It had a brick annex used as both a shelter
for the shepherds and for making cheese. The Casera di Valdacene, which along
with the Casera Confin was once used for the livestock rotation, had been de-
signed for heifers, just like the Casera di Campiviei, farther down and to the east
and rebuilt in 1955.
The old casera of the Bassa pass served as a cattle shelter during the summer
pastures and for the shepherds’ accommodation during pasturage. Of great im-
portance was the Casera delle Pecore (sheep casera) beneath the Col dei Buoi (ox-
en hill) and demolished more than 25 years ago. Its renown derives precisely from
the importance sheep breeding always had in the history of Lozzo until the 1850s.
Sheep and goats grazed the mountains of Pian dei Buoi for about four months
and in early October were driven down to the village square of Piazza Da Rin
for the livestock to be divided among the various owners.

13.1 COL VIDAL (m. 1800)

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
This itinerary will enable you to visit the interesting series of defence works com-
plementing the fort on Col Vidal, constructed during the period from 1890 to
1917 to cover all the entrances to the Buoi plateau. Rendezvous: Lozzo di Cadore,
in Piazza IV Novembre, at the beginning of the military road going up to Pian
dei Buoi, or at the Bivio Pellegrini locality, at a height of about 1,820 metres.
DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE
About 1,100 metres from Lozzo.
DURATION
4-5 hours for the walking tour, according to the degree of interest in the vari-
ous installations that can be visited, to which about 2 hours should be added for
the ascent and descent by your own means.
DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY
This tour is not suitable for persons with reduced mobility. LANDMARK AND
REFRESHMENTS: Ciareido Italian Alpine Club refuge (1,969 m).

13.2 ANELLO DEI COLLI

TTHHEE  AALLPPIINNEE  SSHHEELLTTEERRSS  OOFF  SSOOVVEERRGGNNAA

When in 1872 Chief of the Army General Staff G. Perrucchetti launched the idea
of the Alpine Corps, he could not have predicted the influence the institution
would have in Italy’s history. The 14th Alpine corps had been stationed at Pieve
di Cadore (at Pecol) since 23 March 1873 and originally consisted of 250 men
(under Capitano De Vecchi) and in 1877 it was renamed the 27th “Cadore” Bat-
talion, consisting of the 67th and 68th Alpine corps at Pieve and then at Au-
ronzo.
When the armoured cupolas and guns were still far away and the modest field
cannon thundered on the mountains, to help the summer and winter drills of the
Alpine troops, and install an effective observation and logistics network in the
event of war, three constructions were put up on Pian dei Buoi, then known more
as the Sovergna Plateau, and one on the Losco pass, around the Casera Razzo
plateau.
Starting from 1890, three shelters were built at the foot of the Marmarole, one
on the eastern slopes of Ciastelin (1,969 m), another on Col Cervera, on the east-

ern edge of the plateau (1,920 m)
and the last more to the north on
Col Vidal (1,789 m). All followed
the same construction format:
brick-built with ground floor di-
vided into a officers’ mess, an-
other space for the troops, a
kitchen, two storage spaces for
provisions and ammunition, and
a stable.
The garrison for each of them
varied from 50 to 100 men and,

in the event of war, all would house the troops destined to occupy the zone. Dur-
ing peacetime they were often used for the encampments of the detached Alpine
troops’ maneuvres at Auronzo and Pieve.
From their positions it was possible to survey the entire plateau, providing an
excellent observation point towards Misurina and Comelico. From the Col Cervèra
shelter one could see the Italian fortifications at Pieve, assisted by the nearby wood-
en observation tower built for this purpose. Of the three shelters, only the re-
born Ciareido Refuge still stands, nested like an eagle at the San Pietro and the
San Lorenzo passes, or if preferred, almost rooted in the rock, with which it seems
to be a single body standing against the offenses of nature and men.
It is another opportunity, then, to walk the picturesque and peaceful paths on
the tracks of the ineffable military logic of a century ago and to catch views and
glimpses that are wonderful and never commonplace, below the peaks of the
Marmarole.

here there is a beautiful view towards the other side of the Piave. Then the
path clambers up along the northern side of Col Cervera, leading in about ten
minutes to the plain on which there was an army shelter built by the Alpine
troops in 1891, destroyed by fire in 1907. The only thing that remains is a frag-
ment of the plaque above the entrance. There is an unimpeded view over the
pastures of the Buoi plateau and the fort on Col Vidal, and also over the finest
Dolomite peaks: Ciareido, Tre Cime di Lavaredo, Croda dei Toni, Popera, Cresta
di Confine, the Tudaio-Brentoni chain and the Cridola group.
In the immediate neighbourhood there are some objects from the Great War,
such as ammunition cupboards in caverns, observation posts and trenches.
Continue along the military road, now restored with Interreg. funds, pass by two
ammunition stores and go to the large open space where the Cervera stables
stood during the First War. Going round a low hill, the route takes you to the
Pian dei Formai, the ruins of the top station of the fort cableway and the anti-
aircraft post watched over by the stone erected in memory of Vittore Bof, the
young Engineer digger who died in August 1891, struck by lightning while he
was asleep in a tent.
From the stone go north-east towards Col Vidal, and after 100 metres those who
wish may make a short 50-metre diversion to see a machine-gun post entirely
dug out of the rock, from which attackers could be hit by enfilade fire.
The path goes on through the Ciadin wood until it enters the fort perimeter, pass-
ing by the Lago Morto (Dead Lake), which is organised as a cattle trough in

the summer. On the ground are the earthworks with the foundations of the
barracks that accommodated hundreds of workers during the fort’s construc-
tion, and then, during the war itself, the soldiers working on the strengthen-
ing of the fortifications.
The first construction we see in the fort is the great Vidal Basso barracks,
with the ruins of the Engineers’ stores and the Villa del Capitano, the officers’
quarters, nearby. Continuing up the military road we come to the Vidal Alto
(Higher Vidal) barracks, and then, after another sharp bend, the exploded slabs
of the armoured battery, the heart of the fort.
A side road also leads in about 15 minutes to the caverns with the big ar-
tillery pieces of the Col Ciavalon battery, conceived as an alternative to the fort
in the event of its destruction.
The route suggested for the return journey is to go along the path that fol-
lows the fort aqueduct; then to cross the open space in front of the Vidal
Basso barracks and take the route going westwards; after a kilometre this leads
to the Somòl road. After about 10 minutes of slightly sloping ground, you reach
the Armente dairy cottages. The itinerary then climbs towards the Lago delle
Sepolture (Burial Lake), which is a characteristic little peat bog. Finally, the last
level stretch takes you back to the starting point at Bivio Pellegrini in about 15
minutes.
For further information contact the Italian Alpine Club at Lozzo or visit site
www.antichisentieri.org.

THE HILL CIRCUIT 
The Anello dei Colli (Hill Circuit) is one of the 15 itineraries drawn up by the Loz-
zo section of the Italian Alpine Club, named the Anelli e Vie di Lozzo di Cadore.
After leaving Piazza IV Novembre in Lozzo and going up the military road as
far as the locality of Sora Crepa (the “Engineers’ Road”), all tarmac except for
the last of the fourteen kilometres, leave the car in the Ciareido (250 spaces),
Pellegrini (6 spaces) or Casera delle Armente (30 spaces) car park. Bear it in
mind, however, that in July and August there are council traffic by-laws that
envisage specific times for ascending and descending this road, so it is advis-
able to obtain information in good time and pay attention to the signs on the
route.
The hike along the Anello dei Colli (route 33, white and green) begins at Bivio
Pellegrini (1,820 m) and first goes south on the old Val da Porte military road;
after a hundred metres, there is a sharp diversion towards the east (alternative
route 33). Here you will see a small-calibre gun emplacement (Krupp 75) with
an observation post and ammunition stores in a cavern brought to light during
the recent Interreg. works. From this position the army kept a watch over the
entire area of Col dei Buoi and the points of access to it from the north.
Back on route 33, continue past a cowherd’s hut until you reach the “Engi-
neers’ Road” at the section characterised by the long Quoilo tunnel. From this
point the route continues north-east and crosses the southern slope of Mizzoi
hill halfway up until it comes to the military road at the Forzeluta bend. From

The Sora Crepa barracks, intended to take 250 men, were built in
1913 by constructor Francesco Chiamulera, who lodged his workers in
the nearby hay barns. During World War II, in September 1944, it was
used by the Calvi  Partisan Brigade as a prison for German soldiers
captured during guerilla actions.

THE LITTLE CHURCH OF THE
MADONNA OF CIAREIDO
Built by the Lozzo di C. ANA
Group in 1969, it was blessed by
Bishop Gioacchino Muccin in
1970. Mass is held in honour of
the Penne Mozze (“Docked
Feathers”, a nickname given to the
Alpine troops), on the first Sunday
in July every year, a moving
ceremony to which the local
populace is very attached.

PRIVATE BOF’S
MEMORIAL STONE
Vittore Bof, 22 years of age,
from Seren del Grappa, near
Feltre, was one of the 140
Alpine diggers working on
the construction of the Col
Cervara shelter in 1891. On
22 August he was struck
dead by lightning while he
was resting in a tent, and
his comrades erected this
stone on the Pian del Formai
in his memory.

THE FORT CABLEWAY
Constructed by engineers Tessarotto and Quaglio
in 1911 to transport materials, its terminus was
just above Lozzo, in the Le Spesse locality. 860
metres above sea level at bottom station, it
climbed to the 1,841 metres of the Pian del
Formai. During the war, especially in the winter,
it was the only way supplies could reach the
garrison.

Col Cervera shelter.
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I LUOGHI DELLA GRANDE GUERRA IN PROVINCIA DI BELLUNO
Interventi di recupero e valorizzazione nei territori del Parco della Memoria

Progetto cofinanziato dall’Unione Europea mediante Fondo Europeo di Sviluppo Regionale
Iniziativa Comunitaria Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Progetto (Cod. VEN 222001)

DIE ORTE DES ERSTEN WELTKRIEGES IN DER PROVINZ BELLUNO
Eingriffe der Wiederinstandsetzung und Valorisierung in den Gebieten des Erinnerungsparks

Von der E.U. Unterstützes Projekt Mittels Europäischer Wärungsfonds zur Regionalen Entwicklung
Gemeinschaftsinitiative Interreg IIIA Italien-Österreich 2000-2006 - Projekt (Cod. VEN 222001)

GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

Project co-financed by the European Union through European Found for Regional Developmen
Community Initiative Interreg IIIA Italia-Austria 2000-2006 - Project (Cod. VEN 222001)

1 Forcella Lavaredo
2 Quota “2385” ai Piani di Lavaredo
3 Croda dell’Arghena
4 Giro del Col di Mezzo
5 Misurina - Monte Piana
6 Rif. A. Bosi e Monte Piana
7 Cristallino di Misurina
8 Valle delle Baracche
9 Posizione “Edelweiss” - Sella del Sief

10 Sella Sief - Cima Sief
11 Cima Sief - Col di Lana
12 Da Cima Lana ai Ciadiniéi
13 Ciadinéi - Sella Sief
14 Variante Col de la Roda
15 Cima Lana - Costone Castello - Sella Sief
16 Cima Lana - Agai e Palla
17 Col Da Daut - Col Toront
18 Museo storico a Serauta - Marmolada
19 Malga Ciapèla - Ombretta di Marmolada
20 Zona monumentale della Marmolada

21 Col Ciampon
22 Monte Tudaio
23 P.so Mauria - M. Miaron
24 P.so Mauria - Col Audoi
25 Col Vidal
26 Anello dei Colli
27 Forte Monte Ricco
28 Batteria Castello
29 Forte Col Vaccher
30 Monte Tranego
31 Forte Pian dell’Antro
32 Col S. Anna - La Glories
33 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso A)
34 Vodo - Becco di Cuzze (Accesso B)
35 Monte Rite
36 Col Pradamio
37 Spiz Zuel
38 Col de Saléra - Monte Punta
39 Tagliata di San Martino
40 Batteria Listolade

SECONDA LINEA FORTI DEL CENTRO CADORE

13.1 COL VIDAL (m. 1800)

13.2 ANELLO DEI COLLI

THE CADORE-MAÈ FORTIFICATIONS
Defensive strategy in Cadore at the end of the nineteenth century was based on
a mediaeval tradition, because in previous centuries the Most Serene Republic of
Venice considered the Venas and Lozzo passages as two defence bulwarks that were
capable of allowing central Cadore and its main town, Pieve, to resist an enemy
offensive. This was borne out by the heroic stand organised by P.F. Calvi in 1848. 
After the annexation of Venice to the Kingdom of Italy, mainly on the initiative
of Generals Pianell and Cosenz, a system of modest defence works was developed
on the hills of Vigo di Cadore. Here, at a height of about 1,000 metres (Col Pic-
colo, Col Rive, Col Tagliardo and Col Ciampon), field gun emplacements were con-
structed, with an access road to the fort gorge, trained to control the road below
and above all the crucial junction of Treponti, on which all supposed enemy move-
ments converged from Val Ansiei and Comelico.
Afterwards, in around 1880, it was decided to design the barrier further back,
near Pieve di Cadore and Tai di Cadore, in order to contain enemy penetrations both
from the centre of Cadore and from Val Ansiei before they could easily break through
towards Longarone and Belluno. Between 1882 and 1896, accordingly, the sys-
tem known as the Pieve di Cadore fortifications was completed, including the
forts of Batteria Castello, Mount Ricco and Col Vaccher near Pieve and Tai di Cadore,
with a whole series of access and ring roads (Pozzale-Mount Tranego, Costapi-
ana-San Dionisio and Sant’Anna-Col Maò) and the mountain refuges on Pian dei
Buoi and Val Inferna, near the Casera Razzo dairy farm. While the forts of Batte-
ria Castello and Mount Ricco pointed their medium-calibre guns against Domegge
and the further bank of the Piave, the fort on Col Vaccher, very vast and complex,
turned the mouths of its four to eight cannons towards the Boite valley.
The main task of this system was not solely defensive; it was also intended to be
counter-offensive, as it was devoted to the safeguarding of a protected area, that
of Pieve, in which an army corps could easily get ready to head for Franzenfeste
(Fortezza). The idea was to carry out a rapid breakthrough to the west in order to
cut off the wedge of Trento territory that, since 1866, had constituted a trouble-
some impediment to any Italian offensive in Friuli and on the Isonzo, which would
have been fatally exposed to an obvious outflanking manoeuvre after any Austri-
an advance towards Verona and Lake Garda.
The works, however, were in ordinary masonry, easily dominated from the surround-
ing heights and unable, with their hollow traverses that could easily be picked
out in the woods, to provide a proper protection for the guns. Constructed ac-
cording to almost mediaeval criteria (ditch, drawbridge, machicolations, etc.), they
ended by very soon becoming obsolete in the light of the substantial advances in
siege warfare that were made in Europe at the end of the century, and their com-
pletion coincided with the profound moral and economic crisis that afflicted Italy
after the débacle at Adua in 1896; the installations were deprived of the finan-
cial resources that would have been needed to update and rebuild them. 
It was not until 1904, when more funds arrived and new strategic studies flour-
ished, that Cadore again came to the foreground in Italy’s strategic defence con-
cept.  After long technical diatribes among H.R.H. the Duke of Aosta, Minister of
War Spingardi, Chief of Staff Pollio, the Eastern Military Theatre and the Artillery
and Engineering Inspectorates, some positions that were of particular importance
for the control of the communications below them were selected. Some strong
armoured positions were thus constructed, specifically two opere basse (lower works)
on Col Piccolo near Vigo and on Pian dell’Antro near Venas, and three opere alte
(higher works) on Mount Tudaio, Col Vidal and Mount Rite. These constructions
complied with the theory of armoured forts that then held sway in Europe, sup-

Vidal battery
gunpits.

Armoured cupolas
of the fort on Col
Vidal in 1917.

Underground
stores at the fort.

Vidal Alto
barracks.

ported in Italy by General E. Rocchi; often served by boldly conceived and costly
access roads, the fruit of the labours of thousands of Engineers, but also of civil-
ian contractors and labourers, they were designed to hold concrete batteries fit-
ted with Armstrong model revolving nickel steel cupolas for 149 A guns, able to
hit targets up to 14 kilometres away and were virtually resistant to any enemy
attack. Each armoured battery was also served by a series of barracks, stores and
workshops excavated out of the underlying rock, with the capability, through suc-
cessions of defensive circuits, supplementary observation posts and additional de-
fences, mainly in caverns, of ensuring the impregnability of the entire fortifica-
tion against any attack, keeping it operational to the bitter end, even in the event
of the valleys below being entirely occupied by the enemy. The garrison of 300 to

500 men also had shelters, wells, equipment and provisions for months, so that
they could operate even under completely adverse weather conditions.
A complex and unusual system of fortifications thus came into being, including
the old installations of Pieve, soon downgraded to serve as stores and prisons, and
the new high-level forts, with two distant outposts: one was established on Mount
Miaron, above the Mauria pass, where a sighting post was constructed that could
direct the action of the guns of the fort at Mount Tudaio against forces coming from
Carnia, and one on Col Pradamio, chosen for the construction of a position above
the Longarone-Zoldo road. The name adopted and usually employed throughout
the First War to indicate this defence system and the direct control it exercised above
all over Cadore and Val Maè was the Cadore-Maè fortifications.

When war broke out, however, this defence system, with all its 73 officers, 4,000
troops and 92 guns and a substantial amount of reserves and munitions, proved use-
less and incapable of favourably affecting the operations in progress on the front
line, which was beyond the range of its gunfire. The Italian IV Army troops (com-
manded first by General L. Nava and then by General M. N. di Robilant) could only
count on these forts as a defence asset in the event of an unexpected collapse of
the front line (for example the Strafexpiditionepisode in 1916) or, oftener and of-
tener as time passed, as a plentiful reserve of soldiers, cannons, machine-guns, shells
and various other materials to be diverted for the needs of the front, above all the
line in the Venezia Giulia area. So a steady trickle of requisitions began that ended
by weakening the entire structure, which was first under the command of General

G. Venturini, reducing it to a bad condition of material efficiency as well as of
strategic and tactical readiness.
Commanded in the frantic days after Caporetto by General A. Marocco, the forti-
fied area was never given a clear and unequivocal function, often having to sub-
mit to the diverse and fluctuating concepts of the Chief of Staff of the IV Army
(General M. N. di Robilant) and the Commander of the I Army Corps (General S.
Piacentini). 
It was abandoned prematurely with limited damage to its structures, without hav-
ing the chance to engage in any worthwhile artillery action before or during the
desperate and spasmodic defence put up by the Italian troops in central Cadore
and the Boite valley.

Ruins of the fort, with the Tre Cime di Lavaredo in the background.

Cover: from the Tre Cime to Popera from a reclaimed trench.

Coordination: COMUNITÀ MONTANA AGORDINA - Via IV Novembre, 2 - 32021 Agordo (BL) - Italia
Tel. 0039 0437 62390 - Fax 0039 0437 62043 - Email interreg.cma@agordino.bl.it D
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GREAT WAR SITES IN THE PROVINCE OF BELLUNO
Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial Park

LIST OF ITINERARIES

History and description of the Great War sites

GENERAL INFORMATION

The fundamental intention of this project is to acquaint the new generations with the splendid and enchanting places that were
the backdrop to the terrible and tragic events involved in the Great War on the Dolomite front. The traces of 29 seemingly end-
less months of struggle that have survived the passing of time enhance the fascination and the beauty of the landscape, teach-
ing us to observe, know and learn.
Itineraries of various lengths and degrees of difficulty have been proposed for visiting these sites, some of them fully realis-
able fully considering the needs of people with reduced mobility. The itineraries that are suggested have been selected bear-
ing some basic features in mind, such as historical significance, ease of access and nearness to other sites of historical interest.
We hope that this new historical and cultural opportunity will find a large number of visitors and enthusiasts who not only
love the mountains for their natural beauty but are able to perceive the relationship between man and nature, which has left
very special traces in these spots as a result of the Great War.

OOrrggaanniissiinngg  aauutthhoorriittiieess  aanndd  ffiinnaanncciinngg  bbooddiieess

“…the Alps see prodigies, not only on the part of individuals, but also of big patrols, platoons and whole companies. And not do we
see feats performed by the most expert, but even the youngest recruits soon turn into accomplished climbers. Some new mountain
routes are even opened up under enemy fire to meet the needs of war..." (A. Berti).
A historical record to re-discover the Mountains, not to forget, to know the men that lived this tragic but extraordinary ad-
venture. Memories of war for paths of peace.
This has been, as it still is, the purpose of the work done by the Technical and Scientific Committee of the Italy-Austria Inter-
reg III A project called "Great War sites in the Province of Belluno. Preservation and promotion of the areas in the Memorial
Park". The results of the Committee's labours are the guides and leaflets that give everyone the chance to tackle easy itiner-
aries and experience life on the front line at first hand, realising the difficulties of the existence at an altitude of more than 2,000
metres of the soldiers of the opposing armies.
This is to remember that the war is not something that has been forgotten and that, in the words of Surgeon Second-Lieutenant
Gino Frontali, "...it is not a parenthesis that we can hasten to close to go back to what we were saying before...".
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